Summary: Genome evolution underpins all of biology, yet its principles can be difficult to communicate to the non-specialist. To facilitate broader understanding of genome evolution, we have designed an interactive 3D environment that enables visualization of diverse genome evolution processes. The system can intuitively and interactively animate mutation histories involving genome rearrangement, point mutation, recombination, insertion and deletion. Multiple organisms related by a phylogeny can be visualized simultaneously. As methods to infer evolutionary histories of genomes become increasingly complex, visualization of the evolutionary process will not only be useful for communication, but will also serve as an exploratory tool for discovering new patterns of genome evolution. Availability: The software is licensed under the GNU GPL and available for download from http://seevolution.org.
INTRODUCTION
As genomes evolve, they undergo mutational processes that can alter not only individual nucleotides but also the large-scale structure of chromosomes. Although genome sequencing has helped to characterize the rates and patterns of such chromosomal evolution, communicating findings to a broad audience can be challenging.
Modern inference methods can reconstruct likely evolutionary histories using genome sequence data alone. Methods such as GRAPPA (Tang and Moret, 2003) can infer inversion histories and phylogenies on single chromosomes, while GRIMM/MGR (Tesler, 2002) can be applied to multi-chromosomal genomes. Yet another method, BADGER (Larget et al., 2005) , implements a Bayesian framework to sample likely phylogenetic inversion histories and can report the uncertainty in individual reconstructions (Darling et al., 2008) . Bayesian methods have also been developed to sample histories of inversions and transposition (Miklos, 2003) , duplications (Zhang, 2008) , gene gain and loss and gene conversion and nucleotide substitution (Didelot and Falush, 2007) . Similar methods have been applied to mammals (Blanchette et al., 2008) . All of these inference methods are typically predicated on a multiple-genome alignment (Darling et al., 2004) . Although no method currently infers mutation histories under a single model incorporating all these mutation types, inferences from each method can potentially be integrated into a single reconstruction. * To whom correspondence should be addressed. Output from the programs listed above usually consists of a text file containing the complete history for the mutation type and genomes of interest. The textual representation is not always easy to interpret, especially for complex histories. An appropriate visualization has the potential to substantially aid interpretation.
To this end we introduce Seevolution, a novel system for visualizing complex histories of chromosomal evolution. Seevolution displays single-and multi-species phylogenies, animating the inferred series of events that occurred in the history of the organisms. Mutations such as inversion, transposition, deletion, insertion, nucleotide substitution and gene conversion can all be visualized.
Other programs offer some visualization of rearrangements, for example, the GRIMM web server (Tesler, 2002) and PEGR (Fremez et al., 2007) . However, to our knowledge no other software visualizes the range of events implemented in Seevolution.
METHODS
Seevolution utilizes Java3D to render animations of evolutionary events in chromosomes. Java3D implements a scene graph-based rendering paradigm. In Seevolution, a chromosome is represented visually as either a cylinder (linear chromosomes) or torus (circular chromosomes). In the scene graph, each chromosome is composed of an arbitrary number of segments, each of which is also a cylinder. Thus, a circular chromosome is a composite of many small cylindrical segments each rotated around a center point in x,y,z space. The segments are themselves composed of numerous triangular surfaces. Each segment can be assigned a color and a texture, and Seevolution uses these colors to communicate information about breakpoints of rearrangement, spatial organization of the chromosome such as distance from the origin of replication and other features (Fig. 1) . Seevolution takes as input a history of genome mutations in XML format. Upon reading the file, the program processes the list of events to identify the locations of breakpoints, and thus identify regions free from rearrangement Locally Collinear Blocks (LCB). In the viewer, each LCB can be assigned a distinct color. Events such as inversions and transpositions often affect a large portion of the chromosome and for these Seevolution portrays a dramatic animation of the event (Fig. 1) . Insertions, deletions and nucleotide substitutions are typically too small to be appreciated at the genome scale, since 1 nt is much smaller than 1 pixel in our rendering (although zooming in is possible). To portray such mutations, Seevolution draws small markers at the mutation site (Fig. 2, middle) . By exploiting Java3D's picking feature, Seevolution allows the user to display the actual nucleotides gained, lost or mutated by clicking on the mutation marker.
Seevolution also displays the tree topology relating the genomes (Fig. 2,  left) , and allows the user to jump to the chromosomal configuration at arbitrary positions in the tree simply by clicking. At that point, Seevolution can animate the series of mutation events in either forward or reverse time.
Seevolution has a modular software architecture that lends itself to other visual extensions by independent software modules. Seevolution includes an event-based API to which other Java programs can subscribe. Seevolution sends information regarding the progress of mutation animation to event listeners. For example, a viewer with gene annotation information could display feedback when genes of interest suffer mutations.
RESULTS
The described viewer has been implemented as a Java Web Start application available from http://seevolution.org. The application takes as input an XML file listing the history of evolutionary events. We designed the XML format to represent chromosome evolution in the simplest possible way (Fig. 3) . The following mutation types are currently supported: substitutions, inversions, gene conversions, insertions and deletions. The XML can also represent genealogical trees relating the organisms of interest. Example XML and a tutorial are available online. Future work visualizing mutation histories might include means to summarize the uncertainty inherent in most reconstructions. Substantial ambiguity exists in mutation event ordering, as orderings are often informed only by branching events in the tree. <?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> <genomemutations id="1"> <organism id="Proto-chimp"> <chromosome id="Y" length="2000" circular="false"/> <inversion left="500" right="750"/> <speciation name="humans"> <chromosome id="Y" length="2000" circular="false"/> <transposition left="400" right="600"/> </speciation> <speciation name="GeorgeW"> <chromosome id="Y" length="2000" circular="false"/> <deletion chromosome="Y" left="77" right="220"/> </speciation> </organism> </genomemutations> Fig. 3 . Seevolution XML to represent a genome that has undergone an inversion, then a speciation, and then a transposition in one of the lineages. The other lineage has suffered a deletion.
